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SNP analysis in human
genome
Genetic variations strongly influence all
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Investigation Methods

Reference Project

■ DNA extraction
■ DNA aliquoting

Almost all diseases are a result

■ Assay design
■ DNA amplification and genotyping

external environmental factors

■ Statistical analysis

relation between these factor types

of the combined influences of
and internal genetic factors. The
that lead to a disease is surprisingly
static. Even for dyslexia, a reading
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and writing disorder, which was
tragically misinterpreted as a lack of

■ Diagnosis of genetic diseases
■ Epidemiological analysis of supposed
genetic risk factors
■ Development of optimized therapies
(“personalized medicine”)
■ Determination of genetic risk for certain
diseases

intelligence, a genetic background
could be found. But this background
does not influence intelligence. Due
to this reason specific teaching and
learning techniques can help affected
children, if they are diagnosed early
enough. Those techniques are effective especially when they are applied
long before the diagnostic window
of current performance tests: long
before school. Our aim is to identify
mutations in single base pairs (SNPs)
in the human genome that correlate
with dyslexia. With this knowledge
it would be possible to estimate the
individual risk very early. And with
early therapies in pre-school age later
difficulties for affected children in
school and work could be avoided.

